
BANISH PLASTIC FROM CHRISTMAS!   -   10 TOP TIPS!   

‘Single-use’ is a buzzword. Let’s make it a word that falls out of favour as soon as possible and is 
completely forgotten in the future!

Here are some ideas to reduce your use of plastic:-

1. Buy an experience as a present rather than a physical gift. Cinema tickets, craft courses, National 
Trust membership etc. Much more memorable and they come with little or no packaging.

2. Buy pre-loved gifts (sounds much nicer than second hand!) from charity or antique shops.

3. Have a Secret Santa scheme for groups of family or colleagues. Fewer presents will reduce plastic 
and waste.

4. Make your own Christmas cards or send a Christmas letter by email.

5. Use plastic Christmas decorations if you already have them, but make your own or buy second 
hand if you need some. Decorate with greenery for a lovely Christmassy smell.

6. Avoid glitter like the plague! These tiny bits of plastic will probably end up in the sea and inside 
some poor marine creature.

7. Use sticky paper tape rather than plastic sticky tape. Available from online. Use Veggio reusable 
fruit and veg bags. They’re very lightweight, made of strong, recycled mesh and come with a 
drawstring. Get them in a pack of 5 from Lakeland.

8. If you need more plates, cutlery and glasses buy some from a charity shop and donate them back 
to the shop after Christmas, rather than using disposables.

9. Bake your own snacks. Crisps and snacks come in foil backed plastic packets which can’t be 
recycled. There are hundreds of recipes online. Or buy tasty Christmas food from a local Christmas 
Fair.

10. Remember the ‘RE’ words!  Refuse, reduce, reuse, repurpose and as a last resort, recycle. 
Anymore? All useful ways to behave at different times.

Have a great Christmas, hopefully with less plastic than you thought possible.
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